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Madness. Magick. Murder.
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest meets I Know What You Did Last Summer meets The Wasp Factory

The Cottage is a care unit in the country for troubled teenagers who have been chewed up by the system. The
residents are in mourning for the loss of one of their number - the dazzling and outwardly faultless Seth Kevorkian.
After the funeral, they return to The Cottage to remember him. But when Mother leaves…the truth unfolds.
For Seth was no ordinary teenager. He was a disciple of an ethereal power. And his fixation with Conjuring The
Infinite drove him to terrible acts.
It might even have driven someone to kill him.
A psychic is seeing visions of Armageddon. The Abomination upstairs wants to be fed. The rain seethes with life. And
something moves in the shadows, hiding in the mirrors. Can the housemates trust what they see? Can they even
trust each other?
tHe eYEs Of ThE SkY HaVE oPeneD and looked into Seth’s soul.
The unearthly power of The Infinite has been invoked.
And now The Ambassadors are on their way.
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Kirkland Ciccone writes and performs wonky one man shows in any
theatre lucky enough to have him, but it wasn’t always this way. He
left high school dreaming of writing twisted, wonderful books for
cool teenagers and their cooler parents, but somehow ended up
training to be a journalist and attending PR classes. However, that
has proven useful for contributing mouthy features to cool ‘zines.
A short stint as a psychic consultant ended when Kirkland realised
too many readings ended in, “You will meet a tall, handsome
stranger.”
He is the middle of five siblings who are (in no particular order) a
social worker, an ex-armed robber, a workman on a construction
site, and a debt advisor with loads of debts. His gigs include The
Dead Don’t Sue, In Bed with Kirkland Ciccone, A Secret History of
Cumbernauld and The A-Z of Kirkland Ciccone.

Detail from the cover by Lawrence Mann – all of the items in the title art feature in the novel:
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